
ANNs (artificial neural network) are very useful tools. There are used 

for interpolation, classification, pattern recognition etc. There are many 

topologies and learning algorithms of ANN. One well-known type of ANN is 

the feed forward  network which is trained with the backpropagation 

algorithm. There are many tools/libraries implementing this ANN. One of 

them is the FANN (Fast Artificial Neural Network). It can be interfaced to the 

GRASS system using the Python API. It can be used for processing both 

raster and vector data.

This ANN implementation has been used to interpolate DTM for 

testing purposes. 

There are a few methods of spatial interpolation natively 

implemented in GRASS 6.4: idwn, bilinear/bicubic, rst and from rasterized 

contours. Other methods of interpolation can be implemented using 

GRASS-R interface. In the case of big rasters, this solution needs huge 

amounts of RAM. The GRASS ANN implementation can be used directly 

from GRASS. This implementation allows learning, testing and running of 

the ANN directly from GRASS, and it can work directly with the GRASS 

database. The ANN package contains the following modules:

ann.create – creates ANN definition file; 

ann.info  – lists ANN definition files, displays information about selected 
ANN definition;

ann.data.rast – prepares the learning dataset using raster layer data;

ann.data.vect  – prepares the learning dataset using vector layer data (not 
yet completed);

ann.learn – performs the ANN learning procedure;

ann.run.rast – runs the trained ANN and creates output raster layer;

ann.run.vect  – runs the trained ANN and creates output vector layer (not 
yet completed)

3 datasets have been selected (randomly placed points) for testing 

purposes: 532, 2654, 5314 points. The selected area covers the Bystrzyca 

Kłodzka community (339km2, ca. 3x106 raster elements). For each dataset, 

the interpolation has been done using the following algorithms:

IDW – inverse distant weighting (v.surf.idw)

IDW2 – squared inverse distant weighting (v.surf.idw)

BS_Blin – bilinear interpolation (v.surf.bspline)

BS_Bcub – bicubic interpolation (v.surf.bspline)

RST – regularized splines with tension (v.surf.rst)

ANN – artificial neural network interpolation (ann.run.rast)

The results of interpolation based on the 3rd dataset are presented on 

the maps below and summarized in the table to the right.
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Network architecture

The training set's elements 5314

Hidden layers 4

Input layer neurons 2

Hidden layer 1 32

Hidden layer 2 38

Hidden layer 3 26

Hidden layer 4 11

Output layer neurons 1

Learning rate 0.7

The outcome of training

Number of epochs 42014

Network error ratio 0.00099

The results *

Interpolation method
Average 

difference
[m]

Std. dev. of
difference

[m]

IDW1 25.18 121.43

IDW2 27.42 132.49

BS_Blin -0.04 22.59

BS_Bcub -0.05 21.86

RST -0.26 9.96

ANN -0.10 20.90

Important remark:

The sampling set of points has been randomly selected. The input dataset 

contains the coordinates x  and y. This representation of input data is correct for 

simple interpolation algorithms but not for an artificial neural networks. These data 

have been used to train the ANN for comparison purposes only. It is possible to obtain 

better ANN interpolation results using an other data representation (higher power of 

coordinates, distances instead of coordinates, etc).
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* the statistics are calculated for 2995106 points


